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The MOOH approach is a perturbational molecular orbital method to predict rate constants of indirect photolysis
of organic compounds through reaction with OH radicals. It employs the semiempirical AM1 scheme as the
underlying quantum chemical model. The original method introduced by Klamt has been reparametrized
using an up-to-date set of 675 compounds with experimental rate constants and outperforms the prominent
Atkinson increment scheme for this training set as well as for an extended set of 805 compounds, yielding
an overall root-mean-square error of 0.32 log units. The discussion includes detailed comparative analyses of
the model performances for individual compound classes. The present model calibration refers mainly to
monofunctional compounds but performs already reasonably well for multifunctional compounds. For predictive
applications, both the Atkinson scheme and the alternative, independent AM1-MOOH model can be used as
components of a consensus modeling approach, arriving at increased confidence in cases where the different
models agree.

Introduction

Reaction with OH radicals is the major tropospheric sink for
most volatile organic compounds. Therefore, the respective rate
constants largely determine the atmospheric residence time and
are crucial for environmental fate modeling and risk assessment.

The measurement of rate constants of the indirect photolysis
through reaction with OH radicals, kOH, is expensive and time-
consuming, calling for models to predict such constants directly
from molecular structure. In particular, respective prediction
methods would allow one to identify, at an early stage of
environmental assessment, compounds that are likely to meet
the conditions of persistent organic pollutants (POPs), and as
such yield pertinent information in the context of REACH
(registration, evaluation, and authorization of industrial chemi-
cals; EC 1907/2006), the new European Community Regulation
on industrial chemicals and their safe use. Moreover, methods
to predict the atmospheric lifetime and long-range transport of
chemical substances can be used as tool to support the design
of environmentally benign compounds. Environmental risk
assessment procedures that use estimation methods for screening
are another field of application.

So far, Atkinson’s increment scheme1-3 is the only method
generally used for predicting kOH, requiring two-dimensional
(2D) molecular structures as only input information. This
increment method uses basic rate constants for specific reaction
sites and quantifies the influence of neighboring groups through
fixed group factors, relying on the additivity of intramolecular
effects as major assumption inherent to all respective increment
schemes.

Some time ago, Klamt had introduced an independent ap-
proach, the MOOH (molecular orbital OH) method.4,5 This

method calculates local electronic properties of 3D molecular
structures, employing semiempirical quantum chemistry. More
specifically, it employs local molecular parameters and thus
accounts also for nonlinear intramolecular interactions as far
as these are captured in the level of quantum chemical
calculation chosen. Despite the fact that this method is based
on a fundamental approach and employs much less parameters
than the Atkinson scheme, its use has been limited so far,6-8

and there is little knowledge about its performance for larger
data sets.

In the present study, the statistical performances of the
MOOH method and the Atkinson method were evaluated using
a large set of organic compounds with up-to-date experimental
kOH values, and the MOOH method was recalibrated using the
current data set. The goal was to establish the MOOH approach
as working alternative to the Atkinson method, thus offering
two independent ways to predict kOH from molecular structure.
In this way, confidence in predicted kOH values can be enhanced
through comparison of the results from these two methods that
rely on quite different methodological assumptions and calcula-
tion procedures.

Materials and Methods

Data Set. Experimental values for the second-order rate
constant of indirect photolysis through reaction with OH
radicals, kOH, have been collected from literature and subjected
to critical analysis. The compound set was selected such that it
belongs to the mechanistic domain of the MOOH method, the
latter of which is defined as follows: Abstraction of hydrogen
atoms from sp3 carbon atoms (kH-abs

C ), H abstraction from
aliphatic carbon enhanced through lone pairs of neighbor oxygen
(kH-abs

C(O) ), abstraction of aldehydic H (kH-abs
CHO ), OH addition to

aromatic atoms (kadd
aro ), OH addition to double and triple bonds

(kadd
CdC, kadd

CtC), and H abstraction from the hydroxyl groups of
alcohols and carboxylic acids (kH-abs

OH ). The mechanistic domain
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is thus defined through compounds where the overall kOH may
cover the following individual contributions:

kOH )∑ kH-abs
C +∑ kH-abs

C(O) +∑ kH-abs
CHO +∑ kadd

aro +

∑ kadd
CdC +∑ kadd

CtC +∑ kH-abs
OH (1)

For a given molecule, each intramolecular reaction site with
its site-specific reaction mechanism needs to be taken into
account, yielding the second-order rate constant kOH as sum of
all individual rate constants. Because kOH covers several orders
of magnitude and ranges from 1.91 × 10-16 (pentafluoromethyl
ether) to 5.5 × 10-10 (1-naphthol) cm3 molecule-1 s-1, log kOH

is the target property for model calibration and prediction. A
table with the 805 experimental kOH data used for the present
study is given as Supporting Information.

Software. The program AOPWIN9,10 was used to perform
the calculations according to the Atkinson method. Semiem-
pirical AM111 calculations have been carried out with the
MOPAC package.12 These calculations usually require only
some seconds time per molecule (including geometry optimiza-
tion) and may be conducted quickly for a large number of
compounds. The original MOOH FORTRAN subroutine was
modified and included in a separate FORTRAN program that
imports the required information from the respective MOPAC
output files and from our in-house software ChemProp.13 In
addition, unrestricted density functional theory calculations
employing B3LYP/6-31++G**14-19 were carried out with the
GAUSSIAN 03 package.20

MOOH Calibration. For the total set of 805 compounds,
geometry optimizations were carried out at the AM111 level.
The resultant MOPAC output files were used as molecule-
specific input files for all of the following MOOH calculations.
The MOOH method contains nonlinear model equations that
were initially calibrated using 260 compounds.4,5 For its
recalibration, the Marquardt method21 was implemented on the
basis of a FORTRAN algorithm from literature.22 Because H
abstraction from saturated carbon (sp3 hybridization) is usually
much slower than the other reaction mechanisms involving the
OH radical, the following calibration strategy was employed:
First, the subset of 233 saturated hydrocarbons and ethers was
used to fit the model equation for H abstraction. Then, the other
reaction mechanisms were calibrated separately, using subsets
of compounds that offered only H abstraction from sp3 carbon
and the respective additional mechanism. In this way, we
avoided the possibility of contaminating the model equation for
one fast reaction mechanism through the presence of a second
fast reaction pathway, assuming that the overall degradation rate
can be decomposed into individual reaction-specific degradation
rates according to eq 1. For the same line of reasoning,
multifunctional compounds offering more than one degradation
pathway with similar degradation kinetics were excluded from
calibration to avoid cross-contamination of pathway-specific
parameters. Thus, only 675 compounds of the total set of 805
compounds were used for calibration (training set). Details of
the reaction-specific subset selections are given below together
with the recalibrated MOOH model equations (see Results and
Discussion).

Statistical Performance. The calibration performance was
quantified through the squared correlation coefficient r2. In
addition, the predictive squared correlation coefficient,

q2 ) 1-
∑

i

(yi
pred - yi

obs)2

∑
i

(yi
obs - ymean)2

(2)

was used to assess the prediction performance. In eq 2, yi
pred and

yi
obs denote the predicted (not fitted) and observed target value of

compound i (in our case: log kOH), and yi
mean the experimental mean

value of the data set. Note that r2 can be defined through eq 2
with yi

pred being replaced by yi
fit, the regression-fitted target value.

It automatically corrects for systematic errors also if applied to
existing regression models, has a value range between 0 (no
correlation) and 1 (perfect correlation), and focuses on the trend
rather than on absolute values. By contrast, q2 ranges from 1
(perfect agreement) to -∞, with q2 ) 0 representing the case where
the model prediction is as good as taking the experimental mean
as predictor for all values (cf. ref 23). When a regression model is
derived, q2 ) r2 for the training set in the case of parallel calibration
of all multilinear parameters (because in this case yi

pred ) yi
fit). In

our case, however, q2 e r2 for the total compound set because of
two reasons: First, only 675 of the 805 compounds were used as
the AM1-MOOH training set, and second, we employed a stepwise
parameter calibration as indicated above (and specified below when
presenting the results). Generally, the closer q2 is to r2 when
applying the model to compounds outside the training set, the better
is its prediction capability.

In addition, the following parameters have been used to
further characterize the statistical performance: root-mean-square
error (rms), systematic error (bias), mean error (me), maximum
negative error (mne, largest underestimation), and maximum
positive error (mpe, largest overestimation).

Reaction Mechanisms of Indirect Photolysis

For most organic compounds, the initial step of atmospheric
oxidation proceeds by reaction with OH radicals. Depending
on the chemical structure of the respective compound, the OH
attack may occur via several mechanisms:

Aliphatic compounds are degraded by hydrogen abstraction
reactions from sp3 carbons.24,25 Usually, these reactions are
rather slow as compared to other OH reaction mechanisms. Their
importance results from the abundant occurrence of respective
reaction sites in most organic compounds:

CH4 +HO•98
k

H-abs
C

CH3
• +H2O (3)

Abstraction may take place directly (see eq 3), or in the case of
hydrogen bond acceptors, via prereactive complexes:26-34
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This latter mechanism enhances the overall hydrogen abstrac-
tion rate from aliphatic carbons:

Abstraction of hydrogen atoms from hydroxyl or carboxyl
groups is another possible OH radical reaction pathway of
oxygenated organic compounds (see the last term in eq 1 that
sums over all respective sites with associated rate constants
kH-abs

OH ).
Aldehydes mainly react by hydrogen abstraction from the

CHO group:24,25

Furthermore, hydrogen abstraction from alkyl side chains
(with carbonyl oxygen serving as hydrogen bond acceptor) is
possible.

For unsaturated compounds, addition to multiple bonds is the
major reaction pathway. OH radicals may add to aromatic rings
as well as to double and triple bonds:24,25

Again, hydrogen abstraction from alkyl side chains may be
an additional but minor degradation pathway for these compounds.

Site-Specific Reactivity by Local Molecular Parameters

Background and Notation. Local molecular parameters are
derived from semiempirical or ab initio quantum chemical
calculations, and contain information about the electronic status
of the respective reaction site. The underlying framework is
given by the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) to
give molecular orbitals (MO), the LCAO-MO approach. In
contrast to conventional MO-based parameters35 such as the
frontier orbital energies HOMO and LUMO (highest occupied
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital), the parameters
described in more detail below have been designed to extract,
from the delocalized MO wave functions and energies, energy
and charge information that reflects the local characteristics of
a given atomic site in the molecular environment.

In the following outline, latin indices i, j refer to molecular
orbitals occupied in the electronic ground state, k and l denote
unoccupied molecular orbitals, greek indices µ and µ specify
atomic orbitals (AO), and r and s denote atomic sites within a
given molecule. The contribution of the µth AO to the ith MO
is given by the LCAO-MO coefficient cµi. The notation µ(r)

indicates that only AOs µ located at atomic site r are taken
into account. The energy of the ith MO is represented by Ei.

Charge-Limited Donor Energy. The electronic parameter
important for hydrogen abstraction from aliphatic and aldehydic
carbon (eqs 3 and 7) as well as for the addition to double and
triple bonds (eqs 9 and 10) is the energy required to donate
charge q from atomic site r:

EQocc(q,r)) ∑
i)HOMO

1

Ei · wq(i,r)

wq(i,r)) { 2q-1∑
µ(r)

cµi
2

if 2 ∑
j)HOMO

i

∑
µ(r)

cµj
2 < q

1- 2q-1 ∑
m)HOMO

i+1

∑
µ(r)

cµm
2 if 2 ∑

m)HOMO

i+1

∑
µ(r)

cµm
2e qe 2

∑
j)HOMO

i+1

∑
µ(r)

cµj
2

0 if 2 ∑
m)HOMO

i+1

∑
µ(r)

cµm
2 > q

(11)

This local charge-limited donor energy is calculated as weighted
mean of the topmost doubly occupied molecular orbital energies.
Starting with the HOMO, the energies of occupied MOs i
contributing cµi

2 electron charge to atomic site r through AOs
µ(r) are taken into account until the predefined charge limit
(cutoff) q is reached.

Effective Donor Energy. Starting from the HOMO, an
effective donor energy at atomic site r, EEocc(r), is calculated
as weighted mean of all doubly occupied MOs, considering both
their individual energies Ei and their charge contributions cµi

2

that result from the LCAO-MO coefficients of AOs µ(r). The
exponential energy term of the weight factor contains a
predefined reference energy Eref to normalize Ei in a suitable
way:

EEocc(Eref,r)) ∑
i)HOMO

1

Ei ·wref(i,r)

wref(i,r))
∑
µ(r)

cµi
2 · exp{ Ei

Eref
}

∑
j)HOMO

1 (∑
ν(r)

cνj
2 · exp{ Ej

Eref
} )

(12)

In this way, both the energy and the extent of the local
character of the electron charge are taken into account. This
parameter has turned out to provide pertinent information
about the site-specific reactivity of aromatic carbon toward
OH addition (eq 8).

Energy-Limited Acceptor Charge. This parameter quantifies
the energy associated with accepting additional charge at atomic
site r. It contributes to the site-specific reactivity for OH addition
at double bonds (eq 9). Starting with the LUMO, the unoccupied
MOs k with energies Ek are considered, using the squared
LCAO-MO coefficients cµk

2 as measure for the acceptor capacity
of r. The latter is limited by a predefined penetration energy ε.

TABLE 1: Deformation Energies ∆def
aro Relative to Hydrogen

(in kcal/mol)4

atom type -S- -H -I -Br -Cany -Cl -O- -NO2 -F -N <

∆def
aro -3 0 0 3 5 6 8 8 11 19
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In this way, QEvac(ε,r) characterizes the charge acceptor capacity
of atomic site r that is available up to the penetration energy ε:

QEvac(ε,r)) 2 · ∑
k)LUMO

n

∑
µ(r)

cµk
2 ·wk(ε)

wk(ε)) { 1 if Ek < ε- 0.5
(Ek - ε)+ 0.5 if ε- 0.5eEke ε+ 0.5
0 if Ek > ε+ 0.5

(13)

Systems with π Electrons. Atomic π orbitals are of major
interest for the characterization of π systems like alkenes. To
account for this aspect, the local molecular parameters may be
calculated for the respective π orbitals alone instead of summing
over all atomic orbitals. In the following, the index π denotes
these π-specific parameters in the respective formula.

Deformation Energy. Addition to aromatic rings is expected
to occur preferably at unsubstituted carbon atoms (see eq 8).
To account for the additional energy demand in the case of
substituted aromatic carbon, Klamt4 introduced a deformation
energy ∆def

aro, describing the energy required to bend the
substituent of the respective aromatic carbon by 45° from
planarity. AM1 calculations showed that ∆def

aro is principally
determined by the atom type of the first substituent atom.4

Accordingly, a list of ∆def
aro values for the most common

substituent atom types (see Table 1) has been generated4 for
both calibration and prediction purposes. ∆def

aro has been set to
100 kcal/mol for the inner atoms of condensed aromatics,4 as
addition to these atoms is very unlikely.

Results and Discussion

In the regression equations presented below, the units are as
follows: 10-12 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for rate constants, eV for
MO energies, and electron charges e for charges.

Overall Statistics. As can be seen from Table 1, the
recalibrated MOOH method (q2 ) 0.94, rms ) 0.32) is slightly
superior to its original Klamt parametrization (q2 ) 0.93, rms
) 0.35) and to the Atkinson increment method (q2 ) 0.92, rms
) 0.35) when using all 805 compounds. The only marginal
improvement over the original MOOH model version that was
based on 260 training set compounds demonstrates the robust-
ness and sound basis of this quantum chemical approach to
predict log kOH. Nevertheless, the MOOH recalibration led to a
significant improvement for individual compound classes as
outlined below.

With respect to individual outliers, MOOH outperforms the
additive increment scheme (mne -1.3 vs -2.6 log units, mpe
1.3 vs 2.2 log units); the numbers of compounds exceeding 1
order of magnitude as error are 8 (AM1-MOOH), 15 (Klamt
parametrization), and 24 (Atkinson). Remarkably, almost all (22
out of 24) these outliers of the Atkinson method are fluorinated
compounds, a finding that is consistent with previous studies
reporting larger deviations for halogenated compounds.6 With
AM1-MOOH, there are 6.2% (50 compounds) exceeding 2 rms
(0.64 log units), and the respective numbers of outliers are 7.2%
(58 compounds) for the original Klamt parametrization (2 · rms
) 0.70), and 6.5% (52 compounds) for the Atkinson increment
method (2 · rms ) 0.70).

Overall, rms values of around 0.35 log units can be considered
acceptable for screening purposes and for priority setting in the
context of REACH, as well as for exploring the atmospheric
lifetime of candidate structures when designing novel industrial
chemicals. In this context, however, it is important to make sure
that a given prediction model is applied only when the
compound or molecular structure of interest belongs to the
proper mechanistic domain (see eq 1 and “Reaction Mechanisms
of Indirect Photolysis” with eqs 3-10 above).

In Figure 1, the data distribution of predicted vs experimental
log kOH is shown for the recalibrated MOOH method. Figure 2
shows the associated error distribution in terms of prediction
error vs experimental log kOH.

The latter distribution reveals an interesting trend: Overes-
timations (positive prediction errors) of log kOH are observed
more frequently with smaller log kOH, and underestimations
(negative prediction errors) occur more often with larger values
for log kOH. Similar error patterns have been observed also for
the original Klamt parametrization as well as for the Atkinson
increment scheme. It follows that with the presently available
prediction methods for the indirect photolysis of organic
substances through reaction with OH radicals, there is a slight
tendency to overestimate log kOH for less reactive compounds,
and to underestimate log kOH for more reactive compounds. For
future work on a further refinement of the model parametriza-
tion, attention should be paid to this finding.

To examine whether the observed error trend is specific to
certain subsets of our data, we grouped the data set in
compounds according to the percentage of the largest calculated
mechanistic contribution to the overall rate constant (kH-abs

C ,
kH-abs

C(O) , kH-abs
CHO , kadd

aro , kadd
CdC, kadd

CtC, or kH-abs
OH ). It became apparent that

most of the calculated rate constants (666, 83%) can be related
Figure 1. Calculated vs experimental log kOH for the total data set of
805 compounds.

Figure 2. Calculation error vs experimental log kOH for the total data
set of 805 compounds.
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to a major contribution accounting for more than 75% of the
overall rate constant. The remaining 139 rate constants (17%)
result from several OH reaction mechanisms contributing
significantly to the overall value.

The rate constants dominated by a single contribution range
from 1.91 × 10-16 to 5.5 × 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1, whereas
the subset of 139 substances composed of several significant
terms contains larger rate constants ranging from 1.01 × 10-13

to 2.31 × 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. This is not surprising as
the lowest rate constants are generally observed for haloalkanes
and haloethers with hydrogen abstraction from sp3 carbons
(kH-abs

C ) being the only degradation pathway. The above-described
tendency in the occurrence of under- and overestimations is
observed for both subsets.

Moreover, the error trend was analyzed with respect to the
individual degradation mechanisms. To this end, the data set
was also divided into subsets according to the reaction type
giving the largest calculated contribution to the overall rate
constant (kH-abs

C , kH-abs
C(O) , kH-abs

CHO , kadd
aro , kadd

CdC, kadd
CtC, or kH-abs

OH ). Generally,
all subsets except for the six rate constants assigned to kadd

CtCshow
the above-mentioned trend in error distribution. However, the
tendency to overestimate small and to underestimate large rate
constants is particularly significant for kH-abs

CHO and kH-abs
OH . For the

eight rate constants assigned to the kH-abs
OH subset, this trend is

consistent with the fact that the kH-abs
OH mechanism is modeled

by constant factors.
Hydrogen Abstraction from Aliphatic Carbon. The ab-

straction of hydrogen atoms from aliphatic carbon atoms is slow
compared with other reaction mechanisms such as the addition
of OH radicals to unsaturated bonds.24,25 Therefore, calibration
of the respective model equation requires a fitting set of
compounds with hydrogen abstraction being the only OH
degradation pathway. Following previous studies,5,26-34 we
assume the reaction of ketones, esters, alcohols and carboxylic
acids to be accelerated by the formation of initial hydroxyl-
adducts with the hydrogen bond acceptor groups of the
molecules. This additional lone pair-enhanced reactivity is
accounted for separately (see below).

Starting with the MOOH equation introduced by Klamt,4 an
updated set of 233 saturated hydrocarbons and ethers was used
for the nonlinear recalibration. As halomethanes are not
described satisfactorily by local molecular orbitals,4 they were
left out of the original fit as well as out of the recalibration
procedure. We used the charge-limited donor energy
EQocc(0.18,rH) as a descriptor for the reactivity at atomic sites
H, summing over all H atoms attached to aliphatic carbon of a
given molecule to predict its rate constant kH-abs

C for indirect
photolysis through reaction with OH radicals (see eq 3).
Nonlinear regression led to the following equation for the
respective rate constant referring to a given H site rH:

kH-abs
C (rH))

exp{ 11.79

(1+ exp{-3.25 · (EQocc(0.18,rH)+ 10.7)})0.17
- 9.46}

(14)

Summing over all respective sites with H attached to aliphatic
carbon leads to the first term of eq 1. Though the regression
rms is significantly smaller than the one achieved with the
Atkinson method (0.28 vs 0.39, see Table 1), the latter performs
better for halomethanes (keeping in mind that small compounds
tend to be simpler for increment schemes by virtue of their
incremental approach). The reason for the poor performance

with halomethanes is still unclear and may be subject to future
investigations.

Enhanced Reactivity for H Abstraction from Aliphatic
Carbon. Oxygen lone pairs enhance the reactivity for H
abstraction from aliphatic carbon through OH radicals. This can
be traced back to the formation of hydrogen-bonded OH-
acceptor complexes prior to the reaction between OH and H
(see eqs 4 and 5).4,5,26-34 Following Klamt, the reactivity
enhancement is modeled through introduction of a lone pair
factor wi

lp that characterizes the susceptibility of the oxygen lone
pair to interact with OH, and a steric factor f i

steric that accounts
for the spatial availability of the H atom for the attacking OH
as well as for the distance between oxygen and the reaction
site H of interest. This approach led to the following equation
describing the enhanced reactivity for hydrogen atom abstrac-
tion:

kH-abs
C(O) ) kH-abs · ∑

i

wi
lp · f i

steric (15)

with the overall reaction rate for hydrogen abstraction from
aliphatic carbons being the sum of the terms kH-abs

C and kH-abs
C(O)

(see eq 6). For a given H site at aliphatic carbon, the summation
is carried out over all relevant oxygen lone pairs, considering
ketones, esters, alcohols and carboxylic acids. Summing over
all respective H sites provides the second term in eq 1. The
steric factor on the rhs of eq 15 is given by

fi
steric ) exp[- (d i

lp - d opt
lp )2

2t2 ] (16)

where d i
lp is the distance between H (attached at aliphatic carbon)

and oxygen i carrying the lone pair, d opt
lp is the respective optimal

distance, and t denotes the tolerance in the distance that was
set to 0.7 Å. In the original MOOH parametrization, AM1
calculations had been used to derive d opt

lp ) 2.5 Å from
OH-oxygen adducts.5 Because AM1 is less reliable for predict-
ing H-bonding geometries, we decided to employ the density
functional method UB3LYP/6-31++G**14-19 for this purpose.
In this way, optimized lone pair positions were determined from
OH-oxygen complexes for molecules representing the different
compound classes.

The lone pair factor wi
lp differs for different oxygen types. In

the original MOOH method, two factors were used to describe
the different oxygen lone pairs in oxygenated organic com-
pounds. The first value, wCdO

lp , was derived from ketones and
was also used for the carbonyl oxygen in aldehydes and
carboxylic acids (see next section below). The second value,
wOOR

lp , referred to ester carbonyl oxygen that has a distinctly
less enhancing effect on hydrogen atom reactivity. It was also
used for the sp3 oxygen in hydroxyl groups of alcohols. The
sp3 oxygen of ester functions as well as ether oxygen are not
considered to enhance the reactivity for H abstraction. Finally,
Klamt introduced constant contributions for the abstraction of
hydroxylic hydrogen atoms in alcohols and acidic hydrogen
atoms in carboxylic acids.

For the present recalibration, 148 oxygenated compounds
were used that included also bi- and multifunctional structures,
thus broadening the range of applicability of the resultant
parameters. Among the esters, the formyl group HC(O)O-
offers an additional site of H abstraction (the formyl H attached
to carbonyl carbon) that must not be neglected,27 but that differs
mechanistically from the oxygen-enhanced H abstraction from
sp3 carbon. Accordingly, formyl esters were excluded from the
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calibration set, and the reaction was treated as abstraction of
an aldehydic hydrogen (see below), leading to moderate results.

Initial analyses showed that the performance with oxygenated
compounds could be improved when treating the sp2 carbonyl
oxygen of esters and the sp3 oxygen of alcohols separately,
resulting in a third lone pair factor wOH

lp for alcohols. The new
lone pair factors to be used in eq 15 are

wCdO
lp ) 24.5

wOOR
lp ) 3.42

wOH
lp ) 4.51 (17)

The new MOOH constants to account for the additional option
of H abstraction from hydroxyl groups (kH-abs

alc ) as well as from
carboxylic acids (kH-abs

acid ) are

kH-abs
alc ≈ 0.04

kH-abs
acid ≈ 0.26 (18)

These constants are applied such that for a given alcohol or
carboxylic acid, the overall kOH is calculated through adding
kH-abs

alc or kH-abs
acid (per OH or OOH functionality) to the initial result

calculated according to eq 1.
As can be seen from Table 2, the new MOOH calibration is

superior to the initial parametrization, but still inferior to the
Atkinson method for the set of 148 oxygenated compounds (rms
values of 0.37, 0.43, and 0.31, respectively). The latter finding
was surprising and may partly reflect shortcomings of the
semiempirical wave functions of the underlying AM1 scheme.
It suggests respective attention when dealing with this compound
group in future investigations. Note further that because the
original MOOH parametrization for ketones was confined to
monofunctional compounds, it still performs slightly better for
this subclass of compounds. The slight deviation between r2

and q2 results from the fact that the term kH-abs
C was calculated

according to eq 14, and thus the overall rate constant kOH

consists of a predicted and a fitted part.
Aldehydic Reactivity. In the majority of cases, abstraction

of aldehydic hydrogen is the dominating reaction pathway for
aldehydes.24,25,27 Because this hydrogen abstraction does not take
place at aliphatic carbon atoms, but at sp2 carbons (see eq 7),
a new equation is required to describe the respective reactivity.

In addition, hydrogen abstraction from sp3 carbon contributes
to the overall kOH for aldehydes, and here the above-described
reactivity enhancement through oxygen lone pairs has to be
taken into account. Following the original MOOH approach,
we use the ketone lone pair factor wCdO

lp also for aldehydes,
employing the value derived from UB3LYP/6-31++G** cal-
culations as mentioned above. Taking into account H abstraction
from both the aldehydic sp2 carbon and from aliphatic sp3

carbon, nonlinear regression led to the following equation for
the former pathway:

kH-abs
CHO (rH)) 10{1.53 ·EQocc(0.18,rH)+17.44} (19)

This equation slightly improves the good results of the original
MOOH method, and yields significantly better results than the
Atkinson method (see Table 2). Summation over all aldehydic
H sites in the molecule corresponds to the third term of eq 1.

OH Addition to CdC Bonds. The OH addition to CdC
bonds is the dominating degradation mechanism for olefinic
compounds.24,25 The respective reaction rates range from about
2 × 10-13 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for tetrachloroethene to about 3

× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for some polyenes. The reaction
sites are the sp2 carbon atoms (see eq 9). Their individual
reactivity with respect to OH addition is described by a function
of their MOOH parameters. Here, hydrogen abstraction from
sp3 carbon atoms is of minor importance but was taken into
account. Following the original MOOH method, we used the
charge-limited π donor energy at sp2 carbon with qπ ) 0.58,
EQocc

π (0.58,rC), and the energy-limited acceptor excess charge
with a penetration energy ε of 2.8 eV, QEvac(2.8,rC) to describe
the rate constant of an individual sp2 carbon atom. The original
MOOH method was developed using the experimental rate
constants of 58 olefinic compounds. We recalibrated it using a
data set of 124 alkenes and derived the equation

kadd
CdC(rC)) exp{1.52 ·EQocc

π (0.58,rC)-

1.25 ·QEvac(2.8,rC)+ 18.92} (20)

Application of eq 20 to all sp2 carbons of a molecule that belong
to double bonds leads to the fourth term of eq 1 for predicting
log kOH. Using this expression, we could improve the already
good performance of the original parametrization for alkenes
and achieved significantly better results than the Atkinson
method (q2 values of 0.88, 0.80 and 0.51, and rms values of
0.27, 0.28 and 0.55, respectively; see Table 2).

TABLE 2: Statistical Performance of the Re-Calibrated
AM1-MOOH Method, of Its Original Klamt
Parameterization, and of the Atkinson Increment Schemea

Data set Method n r2 q2 rms bias me mne mpe

mechanistic AM1-MOOH 805 0.94 0.94 0.32 -0.01 0.23 -1.28 1.34
domain Klamt 805 0.93 0.93 0.35 -0.06 0.25 -1.28 1.34

Atkinson 805 0.93 0.92 0.35 0 0.2 -2.56 2.2
training set AM1-MOOH 675 0.95 0.95 0.29 0 0.21 -1.03 1.08

Klamt 675 0.94 0.93 0.33 -0.05 0.24 -1.28 1.11
Atkinson 675 0.92 0.92 0.37 0 0.21 -2.56 2.2

test set AM1-MOOH 130 0.87 0.86 0.43 -0.09 0.33 -1.28 1.34
(extrapolation) Klamt 130 0.87 0.85 0.45 -0.11 0.34 -1.24 1.34

Atkinson 130 0.95 0.95 0.26 -0.02 0.19 -0.49 1.02
saturated AM1-MOOH 233 0.96 0.96 0.28 0 0.21 -1.02 1.02
hydrocarbons Klamt 233 0.96 0.96 0.3 -0.02 0.23 -1.09 1.07
and ethers Atkinson 233 0.93 0.93 0.39 0.01 0.24 -1.72 1.27
hydrogen bond AM1-MOOH 148 0.79 0.78 0.37 -0.01 0.29 -1.03 1.08
acceptors Klamt 148 0.76 0.7 0.43 -0.19 0.33 -1.22 0.91
(no aldehydes) Atkinson 148 0.85 0.84 0.31 0.03 0.19 -0.87 1.61
ketones AM1-MOOH 28 0.81 0.8 0.32 0.07 0.25 -1.03 0.36

Klamt 28 0.81 0.8 0.31 -0.07 0.2 -1.16 0.24
Atkinson 28 0.89 0.89 0.23 -0.01 0.15 -0.8 0.38

esters AM1-MOOH 38 0.87 0.87 0.27 -0.01 0.19 -0.77 0.59
(no formyl esters) Klamt 38 0.89 0.79 0.34 -0.23 0.28 -0.94 0.41

Atkinson 38 0.88 0.88 0.26 -0.03 0.18 -0.64 0.93
alcohols AM1-MOOH 55 0.77 0.77 0.41 0.02 0.33 -0.98 1.08

Klamt 55 0.76 0.67 0.49 -0.2 0.39 -1.22 0.91
Atkinson 55 0.86 0.79 0.39 0.11 0.22 -0.37 1.61

acids AM1-MOOH 6 0.71 0.66 0.27 -0.07 0.22 -0.42 0.3
Klamt 6 0.66 0.46 0.35 0.16 0.2 -0.11 0.73
Atkinson 6 0.76 0.65 0.28 0.12 0.16 -0.1 0.6

aldehydes AM1-MOOH 29 0.9 0.89 0.27 0.02 0.21 -0.48 0.79
Klamt 29 0.9 0.88 0.28 0.06 0.19 -0.35 1.11
Atkinson 29 0.65 0.57 0.55 0.22 0.32 -0.32 2.2

alkenes AM1-MOOH 124 0.88 0.88 0.24 0.01 0.16 -0.67 0.99
Klamt 124 0.85 0.8 0.3 -0.02 0.18 -1.28 0.86
Atkinson 124 0.62 0.51 0.48 -0.05 0.23 -2.56 1.29

aromatics AM1-MOOH 134 0.9 0.9 0.27 0.01 0.19 -0.89 0.9
Klamt 134 0.89 0.88 0.29 -0.03 0.22 -1.06 0.95
Atkinson 134 0.94 0.94 0.21 -0.02 0.14 -0.65 0.83

alkynes AM1-MOOH 7 0.95 0.94 0.12 0.03 0.09 -0.16 0.18
Klamt 7 0.97 0.96 0.1 0.04 0.08 -0.14 0.13
Atkinson 7 0.99 0.99 0.06 -0.01 0.04 -0.08 0.08

a The total set contains 805 compounds, of which 675 compounds
were used as training set for AM1-MOOH. n ) number of
compounds; q2 ) predictive squared correlation coefficient (eq 2);
rms ) root-mean-square error; bias ) systematic error; me ) mean
error; mne ) maximum negative error (largest underestimation);
mpe ) maximum positive error (largest overestimation).
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For cis-1,3,5-hexatriene, a rate constant of 1.1 × 10-13 cm3

molecule-1 s-1 has been reported.36 This value is indeed small
compared to similar compounds. Interestingly, both AM1-
MOOH and the Atkinson method overestimate this kOH value
by more than 3 log units (3.08 and 3.01, respectively), and a
similar overestimation is achieved by the original Klamt
parametrization (3.16). At the same time, the overall intercor-
relation of the AM1-MOOH and Atkinson prediction errors is
very low (r2 ) 0.10), reflecting the fundamental difference in
methodology of the two models. Thus, the high agreement in
prediction error for cis-1,3,5-hextatriene between the two
otherwise quite different methods suggests that its experimental
value either reflects an unusual mechanism different from the
other alkenes, or is doubtful. Accordingly, we suggest to
redetermine kOH for this compound, expecting a value in the
range of 1.2 × 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

OH Addition to Aromatic Rings. Most aromatic compounds
are degraded by addition of OH radicals to aromatic carbon
(eq 8).24,25 Again, hydrogen abstraction from alkyl substituent
groups plays a minor role that is nevertheless taken into
consideration. Using 134 aromatic compounds, we recalibrated
the MOOH model equation for OH addition to aromatic rings.
In contrast to the original parametrization, heteroaromatic
compounds and condensed aromatics were included in the
calibration. The experimental rate constants range from about
3 × 10-14 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for hexachlorobenzene to about
5.5 × 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 for 1-naphthol. As before,4

the readiness of aromatic carbon for OH addition was quantified
through the effective donor energy with Eref ) 2.23 eV,
EEocc(2.23,rC), and the substituent deformation energy, ∆def

aro.
Recalibration resulted in the following equation:

kadd
aro (rC))

exp{ 8.15
(1+ exp{-3.45 · (EEocc(2.23,rC)+ 10.55)})

-

0.127 · ∆def
aro - 3.23} (21)

Although the resultant statistics are slightly superior to the
original parametrization, the Atkinson method still performs best
for this subset of compounds (rms values of 0.27, 0.29 and 0.21,
respectively; see Table 2).

Although data for nitro-aromatics and aryl isothiocyanates are
available,36-38 these compounds were left out of the present
calibration due to significant deviations between predicted and
measured rate constants. Accordingly, these compounds do not
belong to the chemical domain of eq 21. The error for nitro-
aromatics seems to correlate with the experimental rate constant:
The smallest compound is slightly overestimated, whereas for the
remaining compounds, underestimation increases with increasing
experimental rate constant (r2 ) 0.83). Nonetheless, the observed
errors for nitro-aromatics do not exceed 1 log unit except for
5-methyl-2-nitrophenol predicted with a log kOH error of 1.22.

Aryl isothiocyanates are systematically underestimated by
both the Atkinson and the MOOH approach. Note, however,
that the currently determined mean error of -1.09 for aryl
isothiocyanates could be considered and corrected for when
tentatively exploring the kOH range of aryl isothiocyanates
through application of eq 21. The prediction errors for nitro-
aromatics and aryl isothiocyanates are assumed to originate from
additional or modified reaction pathways involving the respec-
tive functional groups. These aspects may be addressed by a
respective extension of the approach in future work.

OH Addition to CtC Bonds. The original MOOH method
was developed using a data set of only 6 alkynes. Since then,

the experimental rate constant of only one further alkyne has
been published. For the calibration, hydrogen abstraction from
aliphatic carbon has to be taken into account when summing
up all contributions to kOH (see eq 1). The resultant regression
equation to model OH addition to triple bonds (eq 10) is

kadd
CtC(rC)) exp{2.37 · EQocc(0.58,rC)+ 26.19} (22)

Interestingly, use of the recalibrated equation for kH-abs
C led to slightly

inferior statistics for kadd
CtC than when employing the original

parametrization, although the difference is only marginal (rms 0.12
vs 0.10) and refers to only seven alkynes. Note further that the
recalibrated equation for H abstraction from sp3 carbon yields better
results for a much larger compound set (rms 0.28 vs 0.30 for 233
compounds; see Table 2). For the sake of consistency we therefore
prefer to account for kH-abs

C in alkynes through eq 22 rather than
through the original regression equation.

Multifunctional Compounds. As mentioned above, some
groups of compounds with mixed functional groups were
excluded from calibration to avoid cross-contamination of
pathway-specific model parameters. Note that for multifunc-
tional compounds, kOH is determined by the concurrent
presence of several fast degradation pathways in addition to
H abstraction from aliphatic carbon (if applicable). Based
on this consideration, the following compound classes were
left out of calibration: 12 formyl esters, 6 hydroxylated
aldehydes, 3 keto-aldehydes, 2 hydroxylated alkynes, 29
aromatics with oxidated and/or olefinic side chains, and 64
oxidated alkenes. Moreover, initial analysis revealed a poor
model performance for halomethanes, and accordingly this
subset of 14 compounds was also removed from the training
set. The latter thus consisted of 675 compounds, all of which
react by direct hydrogen abstraction from aliphatic carbon
and up to one additional degradation mechanism, except for
aldehydes, with the CHO group introducing two additional
mechanisms (kH-abs

CHO and kH-abs
C(O) , see eqs 6 and 7).

The remaining 130 compounds could be treated as test set,
keeping in mind that these mostly bi- and multifunctional com-
pounds do not reflect the chemical composition of the training set
and thus would be considered to be outside the chemical domain
of the current (and previous) MOOH model. However, this data
set may be used to test whether the model is able to predict
experimental rate constants, and whether it is possible to extrapolate
from mono- to bi- and multifunctional compounds.

As can be seen from Table 2, tentative application of AM1-
MOOH to this subset yields indeed good results (q2 ) 0.86,
rms ) 0.43). Here, the Atkinson increment scheme shows the
best performance (q2 ) 0.95, rms ) 0.26), keeping in mind
that some of these compounds had been used for the respective
fitting procedure.1,3 For future extensions of the MOOH method
to these and other multifunctional compounds, attention should
be paid to differentiating between model errors due to the
underlying semiempirical wave function, and model errors due
to reaction pathways not yet considered and thus not yet encoded
in respective local reactivity parameters.

Conclusions

The current study demonstrates the scope of the MOOH
approach to predict rate constants of organic compounds for
indirect photolysis through reaction with OH radicals, kOH, from
molecular structure. It can be easily applied by the combined
use of the MOPAC package and the MOOH software. For the
total set of 805 compounds, the model performance is superior
to the prominent Aktinson increment scheme and thus provides
a valuable alternative employing a totally different methodology.
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In the context of REACH as well as when screeningspossibly
not yet synthesizedschemical structures for their atmospheric
lifetime, both AM1-MOOH and the Atkinson scheme could be
used as components of a consensus modeling approach. With
the latter, confidence in model predictions is increased through
agreement between predictions of methodologically different
models. Correspondingly, substantial disagreement in model
predictions indicates cases of less confidence and an accordingly
larger error margin than expected from conventional perfor-
mance statistics, considering also the class-specific model
performances as described in the present study. As was
demonstrated with cis-1,3,5-hexatriene, large prediction errors
from both models can be taken as hint to reconsider either the
mechanistic pathway governing kOH or the quality of its
experimental value. Future extensions of the MOOH approach
should pay attention to shortcomings possibly imposed by the
presently underlying semiempirical wave function (AM1-
MOOH), to addressing multifunctional compounds explicitly,
and to consider degradation pathways associated with other
heteroatoms such as sulfur and nitrogen.
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